Introduction: CM meteorites are the most abundant of the carbonaceous chondrites and likely share similarities with the samples that will be returned from the near-Earth asteroid Bennu by NASA’s OSIRIS-REx mission [1]. As such, these types of meteorites can be used as analogs for material found on asteroids like Bennu. Asteroids such as Bennu can provide significant information about the early ingredients of our Solar System. In this work, we described correlated mineralogic and geochemical measurements of a CM2 chondrite with multiple instruments at various spatial scales to develop a methodology for analyses of samples returned from Bennu and similar asteroids.

Background: The meteorite we used for this study is NWA 12748 which is a CM2 chondrite. CM2 chondrites are the most common type of CM meteorites [2]. These CM chondrites are petrographically type 2 according to Van Schmus and Woods’ petrographic scale [3]. These type 2 CM chondrites consist of chondrules, a fine-grained matrix, and hydrated minerals. CM2 chondrites contain anhydrous Fe, Mg silicates including olivine and pyroxene. Phyllosilicates such as Mg-rich serpentine are present and small amounts of magnetite, calcite, and sulfide may be present [4]. We expect to see these phases in our analysis.

Methods: In this study, we use multiple instruments to analyze a thin section of NWA 12748. Our initial analyses included petrographic imaging in reflected plane light of the whole thin section at 4X magnification. We also acquired a hyperspectral infrared map of the sample at 25 μm/pixel spatial scales using a Nicolet iN10MX micro-FTIR. With this dataset, we can visualize the spectral differences between the different components in the sample through principal components analysis (PCA) [5] and spectral index mapping [6].

With these relatively coarse spatial resolution data, we acquired synchrotron X-ray fluorescence (XRF) maps and X-ray absorption fine structure (XAFS) spectra using the Tender Energy Spectroscopy beamline (8-BM) at NSLS-II at Brookhaven National Laboratory. Using our coarser scale infrared and reflected light images for guidance, we mapped element abundances (S, P, Mg, Ca, Al, Si, K, Cl, U) at spatial scales from ~2-10 μm/pixel and acquired XANES spectra to determine the speciation of sulfur and phosphorus.

We additionally identified locations on the sample that interest us to further investigate at a finer spatial scales. We acquired Raman maps of several locations on the sample at ~0.5 μm/pixel using a WiTEC alpha300R confocal Raman microscope system.

Finally, using our previous measurements, we further identified areas of interest for nano-IR imaging and spectroscopy at a much finer scale (30 nm/pixel) using a neaspec neaSNOM near-field infrared system.

Results: Figure 1 shows a false color RGB map of the NWA 12748 thin section using the results of our

Fig. 1. PCA image of NWA 12748. Red, green and blue correspond to principal components 5, 4, and 3, respectively.

Fig. 2. An element abundance map for overlaid on top of a petrographic image of NWA 12748 using reflected light. Red, green, and blue correspond to P, Al, and Si, respectively.

PCA. The colors seen in Figure 1 do not directly correspond to the composition of the sample, but instead indicate which portions of the sample are spectrally
different or similar. Using different derived principal components to create different RGB images helps us visualize the variability between materials in the sample.

Mineralogical measurements of NWA 12748 from micro-FTIR measurements are complemented by chemical maps at various spatial scales acquired at the TES beamline (Figure 2). In this image, red corresponds to P, green corresponds to Al, and blue corresponds to Si. We can additionally map the other elements described above to search for geochemical and mineralogical correlations.

Inspection of Figure 1 and 2 reveals areas of interest to examine at finer scales, including the large chondrule near the top of Figure 1 (white arrow). Figure 3 shows a Raman map of a region inside the chondrule, displaying the distributions of carbonates.

Finally we acquired broadband nano-IR images (Figure 4) and spectra (Figure 5) to investigate the mineralogy and organic speciation in the sample at ~ 30 nm/pixel spatial scales. The field of view for this image is 5 µm across, demonstrating sample heterogeneity at sub-100 nm scales. Mineralogic and organic heterogeneity in the sample is further confirmed by nano-IR spectra from individual points (Figure 5), which show substantial variation in the silicate Reststrahlen band region and likely carbonates in the black spectrum.

**Conclusions:** NWA 12748 has varying spectral features at all spatial scales. When observing the whole sample using the false color RGB map, we can see that there is spectral heterogeneity throughout the entire sample by observing all the different colors present on the map. When taking a closer look with the element abundance maps, we can identify which elements are causing this heterogeneity.

When we zoom in with the Raman maps, we observe that the sample is still spectrally heterogenous by using various maps that focus on different distributions. Finally, when we observe NWA 12748 using nano-IR images, we still see heterogeneity at a sub-100 nm spatial scale. This method of observation gives us insight into how complex the composition of such meteorites can be from coarse to fine spatial scales. Future work will include investigations of more analog meteorites. This process can be very useful to observe the spectral differences of the samples and identify what makes elements are making it heterogeneous at various spatial scales.
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